Learn a Simple System to Daytrade the NASDAQ, S&P, DOW & Russell 2000 E-mini Futures Markets as well as FOREX If you are tired of banging your head against the wall trying to take money out of the market this book is for you. Every day followers of this technique are pulling anywhere from 10 to 40 YM points out of the market in two to five trades while risking no more than 15-points per trade in most cases and often much less. This technique uses simple tools and does not require any special software (ie.. Tradestation, Ensign, Esignal, etc...) although you will better off having a solid charting application that lets you train when you want. The system will work on other markets including listed stocks, FOREX and commodities. This is a simple and easy to follow scalping system using basic indicators and is based on a
sound foundation. Following this system you will be on the right side of the trend and will quickly be able to determine when to trade and when to sit tight. Most scalp trades last under five minutes ... many less than one, so you will be in and out with your profit. Just as important, you will be out of losing trades real quick and ready for the next trade. If you are like most aspiring traders you may be on a roller coaster ride of trying all kinds of new systems that promise to make you a winning trader only to find that the systems dont work out as you had planned. You need to try this out. It will probably be your last ride. I am not promising you will be a winning trader, no one can honestly do that. Instead I am offering to show you exactly how I successfully trade for a living using this simple and consistent scalping system. I will also give you some of the mental techniques I use to keep my head in the game and reduce the psychological conflicts that affect everyone who trades. You will have access to everything you need to succeed at this and the support along the way to help make it happen. In the ebook you will learn how to: - Become a consistently successful trader - Scalp the e-minis & FOREX regularly - Let profits run without pulling your hair out - Prepare for the day ahead - Have a pretty good idea what the market "could" do the next day - Keep Focused - Make a living trading - Structure your trading business Trading days and weeks like these examples are not only possible... they are probable. I am a full-time trader making my living primarily off this scalping system and I know it works. This book is the very trading plan I wrote for myself to help me follow my system and excel in trading. If you are serious about learning to trade or just want to improve your results this book is for you. To Your Success Forex Vip Club # BONUS # Along with the eBook you will receive a Microsoft Excel workbook with all the tools you need to get ready for the day ahead and stay on track in the heat of the trading battle.
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